
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
aircraft maintenance technician. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for aircraft maintenance technician

Candidate must be reliable and dependable
Other duties as assigned by Supervisor and Manager
Civilian aircraft engineering support organisations that maintain civilian
and/or military aircraft
RSAF recognised Technical Training Schemes
Possesses skills and knowledge required to evaluate & perform diagnosis,
isolation & repairs of discrepancies for all aircraft systems including flight
controls, hydraulics, landing gear, fuel systems, engines & auxiliary power
unit, perform scheduled inspections & component removal & replacement
with little or no supervision
Perform onboard diagnostics using a laptop or specialized test equipment,
which interfaces with aircraft engines, electronic systems and the advanced
cabin management and communications systems as required
Will communicate effectively with the Manager Aviation Maintenance and the
MX team leader during all phases of Aircraft maintenance in regards to work
being performed or previously accomplished
Perform scheduled airframe & engine inspections, minor & major repairs,
aircraft manufacturer’s service bulletins & modifications, along with system
malfunction repairs
Travel as a Flight Technician on the G450 and perform safety, mechanical,
customer service duties and perform the duties of Aircraft & Facility

Example of Aircraft Maintenance Technician Job
Description
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Perform administrative details relating to aircraft maintenance including FAA
compliance of all maintenance records including written logs & historical
records pertaining to the aircraft insuring that entries meet FAR Part 43

Qualifications for aircraft maintenance technician

Maintain Line Maintenance related tooling, stands and ground equipment
Ability to read wire diagrams and disseminate various levels of work
instruction related to Line Maintenance and
Aircraft Modification
Skilled in A320/A319 systems and troubleshooting
Able and willing to work any shift to include nights, weekends and holidays
Sheetmetal and Avionics skills are a plus


